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Abstract

This thesis investigates the roots of Jimmy Carter’s foreign policy towards El Salvador and how it changed throughout his presidency. In his candidacy for the presidency in 1976, Carter stated his commitment to leading a foreign policy that stood up to dictatorships that routinely violated their people’s human rights. It was a message that resonated deeply with the American public, and it helped propel him to victory over Gerald Ford. But by the end of his presidency, Carter was presiding over a foreign policy establishment that was sending weapons and money to the military dictatorship of El Salvador, which was brutally suppressing any opposition to its policies. What caused this shift, and why was Carter unable to fulfill his promises? Research in internal memos, newspapers and periodicals, and memoirs shows an administration beset by conflicting perspectives on how to implement this policy, and continual conflict over which aspects of foreign policy should take precedence in El Salvador. As a result, events on the ground in El Salvador often moved independently of attempts to shape them by US officials. More importantly, the “loss” of Nicaragua to Communism put pressure on the Carter administration to prevent further Communist-led coups, and El Salvador was the next likely location for an uprising. In the run up to the 1980 election, Republican opponents of Carter like George H. W. Bush and Ronald Reagan attacked the Administration for allowing a Communist government to establish itself on the American mainland. As a result, the Carter Administration felt the need to stabilize the military government of El Salvador, who were engaged in suppressing both Communists, as well as anyone who was opposed to their policies.
I dedicate this thesis to my wonderful wife, Kira, whose support throughout the entire process of writing was crucial to its completion.
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I.

Introduction

On a bright January day in 1977, a new day in American foreign policy dawned with the inauguration of Jimmy Carter. For many attending, it seemed that the cycle of confrontation and proxy wars with the Soviet Union was finally coming to an end. Carter proclaimed that “[o]ur commitment to human rights must be absolute, our laws fair, our national beauty preserved; the powerful must not persecute the weak, and human dignity must be enhanced.”\(^1\) Carter carried into office a foreign policy focus on preserving human rights worldwide, and make clear that he would base his foreign policy decisions on the human right’s record of the country in question. This transformation in focus was a welcome change to the Americans who were weary of an opaque Cold War-based Containment Policy, which had led the country into the quagmire of Vietnam. As Carter bucked tradition by walking from Capitol Hill to the White House, there was a real sense of a new beginning, a sense that the old forces in government were coming to an end, and that a new optimistic and humane policy would be pursued worldwide.

But the optimism of this new approach was soon challenged by events in Central America, long considered the backyard of the United States. There has been a long history of dominance by the United States in the domestic matters of Central American countries, stretching back to the Monroe Doctrine in 1823, that called for the United States to be the only foreign power able to interfere in the affairs of North and South

---

American countries. This led to innumerable interventions throughout the nineteenth century and early twentieth century, with the peak of interventions being in the early twentieth century. But even with the reduction in overt American interventions in the years following World War II, the United States remained deeply involved in the internal affairs of these countries. With the overwhelming dominance of American power in comparison to Latin American governments, the decisions of the Carter Administration had profound implications for the citizens of this area. The later election of Ronald Reagan would further disrupt the lives of those in Central America, especially in Nicaragua and El Salvador.

My thesis is the following: President Carter unrealistically believed that El Salvador was under imminent threat of becoming a Communist country, and he believed that the United States’ influence would be able to prevent the El Salvadoran government and right-wing militias from violating the El Salvadoran people’s human rights. The aberration from Carter’s stated goals can also be explained by the role the national security establishment played in convincing those in the administration that the “loss” of El Salvador to Communism would be a deathblow to the region, and to his presidential ambitions in 1980.
II.

Research Methods and Limitations

I have used a large variety of evidence in my examination of this subject. One of the main types of sources I used is secondary sources such as Our Own Backyard by William LeoGrande’s, that detail both the policies that the US had in El Salvador during this time and the extent to which President Carter and Reagan were complicit and involved in the decision-making. I have corroborated these sources with primary sources from the presidential libraries of Carter and Reagan. But this history is still relatively recent, and some of the actions of these administrations could possibly lead to criminal charges, I know that there are documents that have yet to be declassified. In addition, I have used a wide variety of sources by human rights groups like The Center for Justice and Accountability, which have done extensive research on the effects of US government policy on the people of El Salvador. I have also deeply examined the memoirs of prominent Presidential officials, including Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan, Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, and National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski. What has been fascinating about my analysis of their memoirs is how little El Salvador is mentioned in them. For example, Cyrus Vance’s memoir gives El Salvador a single passing mention, while Carter’s memoir devotes only two paragraphs to the country.\(^2\) Even National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski does not mention El Salvador a

\(^2\) Cyrus Vance, Hard Choices: Critical Years in America’s Foreign Policy (New York: Simon and Shuster, 1983), 156.
single time in his entire memoir.\(^3\) This suggests that El Salvador was a low priority in the Carter Administration, and that with this low prioritization came a continuation of previous US policy, namely the support of anti-communist forces, regardless of the consequences.

In addition to memoirs, I have examined press statements by the Carter Administration, as well as many internal memos that have been declassified. The State Department has the largest amount of material related to American policy in El Salvador, so I focused much of my efforts on primary sources finding documents there, and have uncovered a wealth of information concerning the decision-making in the State Department. In the following pages, I will outline some of the more substantiated accounts of the decision-making process of the Carter administration.

This research mainly relied on primary and secondary sources that deal with the internal decision-making process in the Carter Administration. As a baseline for this research, I began first with a survey of the mainstream secondary sources that detail the US foreign policy in El Salvador during their Civil War. This survey helped inform me about the major currents of thinking, and have illuminated a number of useful primary sources. This examination of primary sources began with those sources cited in major secondary sources, and then branched out to a variety of foreign policy documents released by the Carter administration.

One limitation that I encountered in my research is that there are documents, especially those that involve the CIA and other intelligence agencies that are still

classified. Many of the people involved in decision-making during the Civil War are still alive, and have a vested interest in keeping these documents away from the public eye.

Another limitation that I ran into is that I do not speak Spanish, and one set of sources that could have been valuable to me was government documents in El Salvador that pertain to their relationship with the Carter administrations. I was not only unable to read any documents in Spanish, but I was unable because of financial restraints to travel to El Salvador to do research in that country.
III.

Background

Instability in the late 1970s led to an increasing threat of civil war in El Salvador. The Carter administration was sharply critical of the current state of human rights soon after the inauguration in 1977, and military aid was cut off. But with the “loss” of Nicaragua to Communism, and the growing threat of the FSLN in El Salvador, the administration vacillated on how to respond, and eventually provided monetary and military aid to the government. This decision violated the administration’s stated focus on protecting human rights, as this money and weapons were used to suppress left-wing groups and civilians demonstrating against the government. In this thesis, I will examine the decision-making process behind this choice, and how human rights were abandoned as a consideration in foreign policy towards El Salvador.

My main questions focus on why President Carter initiated and sustained US policies in El Salvador that led to significant human rights violations, and the reasons behind his administration’s decision-making. The roots of the Civil War in El Salvador stretch back to the 1930s, but this thesis will focus more on the run up to the modern Civil War, which was most active between 1980 and 1990. Violence and reprisals between left-wing and right-wing guerilla groups occurred throughout the 1960s and 1970s, during which time Washington escalated its involvement in the country. President Jimmy Carter, worried about the possibility of the left wing taking political power, chose to significantly intervene in the country through monetary and military aid to the
government. This was a significant aberration from his stated goals of enhancing human rights around the world, and an aberration that needs to be explained in further detail to understand why he made the decisions he did. I will conclude with the actions of the Reagan administration in expanding US involvement in the region, and touch upon why this is a topic that needs to be further explored.

The examination of why Carter’s Administration abandoned its focus on human rights is an important one, because US intervention in El Salvador constituted one of the largest nation-building efforts in recent US history that did not occur alongside a wholesale regime change.⁴ For example, after World War II the US had defeated Nazi Germany and Japan, and then in both countries, initiated a substantial nation-building project. But after the invasion of Afghanistan in December of 1979 by the Soviet Union, a similar invasion and nation-building effort would have looked hypocritical. In addition, an overt US intervention would violate many of Carter’s most important values, so the options available to the Carter administration were much more limited. A full invasion was off the table, but Carter made the decision to take lesser steps to support through monetary aid and training the El Salvadoran government and right-wing militias.⁵

The modus operandi of the United States in Central and South America before the Carter presidency was a highly funded and organized campaign to build connections to the military of each country, and ensure that they were intensely anti-Communist. The net result of the United States’ military training and indoctrination of Central and Southern American military leaders was a clear signal that the US’s top priority was anti-

---


⁵ Ibid.
communism, and that the US would prefer a stable military dictatorship far more than a left-leaning democracy.⁶ There were times where this message was implicitly sent, but other times where it was blatantly clear. In Argentina during the early 1970s, the American Ambassador, Robert Hill, was tasked with managing US-Argentine relations.⁷ As the 1976 election brought the issue of Human Rights to the forefront of US policy, Ambassador Hill began to stress it in his relations with Argentine military dictatorship, and even threatened to withhold international loans. But his superior, Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, famously gave the green light to human-rights abuses when he met with the Argentine Foreign Minister Guzzetti, and referring to the campaign against subversives in the country, said “we would like you to succeed… the quicker you succeed, the better.”⁸ Ambassador Hill’s subsequent efforts to pressure the government to reign in their torture and “disappearing” of political opponents was thus ignored by the Argentine government, who only accelerated the so called “Dirty War.” Under the Nixon and Ford Administration, and the leadership of Kissinger, this was the primary approach that the US undertook with most countries in Latin America.

In fact, the rising chorus of voices calling for a US foreign policy that valued human rights was actively opposed by Kissinger, whose insular operating style of running the State Department made it considerably easier to ignore dissenting opinions. Kissinger was in full control of the levels of power within the State Department, and was diametrically opposed to emphasizing human rights, as well as giving Congress a larger


⁷ Schmidli, Fate of Freedom, 45.

role in determining foreign policy. In a meeting with Congressmen in 1976, who were pressing for human rights to play a larger role in US policy, Kissinger tersely deflected questions about US aid to military-run countries, before unexpectedly saying “this has been an interesting session… could we perhaps arrange a meeting again in late January?”

Kissinger’s intransigence infuriated many within Congress, and with the threat of more explicit bans on US aid to military regimes, he finally relented to modest steps to integrate human rights advocates into the State Department. These meager changes amount to little more than window dressing, however, compared to the changes that were to come with the inauguration of Jimmy Carter.

One source that provided a comprehensive view of the negative consequences of the Nixon and Ford Administration’s El Salvador policy is a CNN documentary called *Cold War.* It detailed the effect of leftist guerrillas throughout Central America, and El Salvador was impacted by their rise. The documentary detailed the destabilizing impact of the murder of Archbishop Romero, as well as the impact of the killing of the American nuns on US policy. It outlined how the Carter Administration initially suspended payments to the El Salvadoran government after the nun’s killings, but resumed them after only six weeks.

---

9 Schmidli, *Fate of Freedom*, 66.

10 Ibid., 67.


12 Ibid.

13 Ibid.
IV.

Findings

Born in the small town of Plains, Georgia, Jimmy Carter took an unusually circuitous route to the White House.\textsuperscript{14} Raised by a peanut farmer father and a nurse mother who violated Georgia norms by treating black women, Carter was a precocious young man who attended a local college through an ROTC scholarship.\textsuperscript{15} His intelligence and determination was evident throughout his college career, and he leveraged his time in the ROTC to enlist as an ensign, eventually moving up the ranks to serve as an executive officer aboard navy submarines.\textsuperscript{16} After serving for seven years in the Navy, Carter’s father died, so he returned to his roots in Georgia in 1953 and took up ownership of his father’s farm.\textsuperscript{17} His father had been quite wealthy, but also had had many debts and heirs, so Carter ended up inheriting little.\textsuperscript{18} Interestingly, Carter and his family initially lived in public housing after his return from the navy, an experience that would shape him in the years to come and have a large influence on his views towards public assistance.\textsuperscript{19}


\textsuperscript{15} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{17} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{19} Ibid.
Carter went on to establish himself in both his farming and his farm supply store, and began to thrive in local politics.

After an election to the Georgia State Senate, and a failed run for Governor in 1966, he was elected as governor of Georgia in 1971.\textsuperscript{20} Carter astutely recognized that in the years following Watergate and the end of the Vietnam War, a political outsider from Washington would be an attractive candidate in the 1976 election. His tireless campaign work, combined with powerful connections with the Trilateral Commission, allowed him to secure the Democratic nomination. Soon thereafter, he defeated Gerald Ford and assumed the presidency on January 20, 1977. Carter was dedicated to creating a new American foreign policy that was more humane in scope, and would protect the human rights of people around the globe. This vision is what helped him be elected in the first place, as it was an argument that could be used by “cold warriors” to criticize the USSR, as well as by liberals critical of brutal military dictatorships in both Latin America and around the world.

The reasons for the Carter administration’s shift in US foreign policy are wide-ranging, but have their roots in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The experience of Vietnam was a traumatic one for the American people, who had seen on nightly TV the ravages of war for the first time. The subsequent failure of the Vietnam War on all counts, along with the significant American and Vietnamese body count, left an indelible mark on the American consciousness. The “loss” of South Vietnam seriously undermined the American people’s trust in the foresight of the foreign policy establishments, and led to a growing belief in the incompetence of Washington decision making.

makers. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, this tide of discontent peaked in massive opposition to the Vietnam War, and the resultant US pullout by 1975.

This backlash against government as a result of Vietnam was only compounded by the long-term effects of the Civil Rights Movement. In the late 1950s, the Civil Rights Movement was opposed by many within the Federal Government, but it grew more and more influential and gained the support of more Americans as the 1960s began. The inspirational example of Martin Luther King Jr. and his strategy of nonviolence was effective in convincing many to give at least tacit support to the movement. This groundswell of support eventually led to the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the subsequent Voting Rights Act of 1965. The Federal Government’s actions had an underwhelming effect in many Southern States, with problems like continued segregation in schools. This frustrated many Americans, and led to an even lower level of respect for the federal government, who was seen as impotent against the forces of racist Southerners. As the sixties progressed, these Civil Rights activists expanded their actions to not just protest the Vietnam War, but to promote a new foreign policy based on the respect for human rights that they believed all people deserved, regardless of their nationality. They saw the foreign policy of the United States as powerful force that could be used to bring other countries closer to a fully democratic system of government. But most importantly, there was a growing belief that there were certain freedoms that all people share, regardless of their nationality, gender, race, political views, or sexual orientation. These conceptions of freedom can be traced back to the founding of the UN, and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, published in 1948. As adopted by the UN, these rights include freedom of speech, right to a trial, right to an education, and the right to practice one’s culture,
among many others. These conceptions became increasingly widespread among the American people as the seventies progressed. The Carter Administration relied on these undercurrents to build support during both the Democratic primary and presidential election, and Carter’s emphasis of these ideas was pivotal to his election.

As a result of grassroots and non-governmental organizations growing significantly in influence in the early seventies, powerful forces within Congress began pushing to pivot America’s foreign policy to value human rights. Since the end of World War II, the United States had provided enormous amounts of both military aid and training to the armed forces in Latin America, and leveraged this aid to ensure that Latin America remained staunchly anti-Communist.\textsuperscript{21} As the military was strengthened, and the U.S. priority of anti-Communism became clear, there were increasing numbers of military coups and takeovers in Latin America. As long as these new governments were anti-Communist, as they inevitably were because of extensive American grooming of military leaders, Washington quickly recognized them and provided additional aid to ensure their stability. These policies engendered more and more opposition as the 1970s progressed. Senator Church, who was most notable for his chairing of the Church Committee in the aftermath of the Watergate Scandal, was extremely vocal in his opposition to US military aid to Latin America, arguing “[w]e should bring home our military missions, end our grant-in-aid and training programs, and sever the intimate connections we have sought to form with the Latin military establishments”.\textsuperscript{22} In addition, the Church Committee found multiple instances of assassination or attempted

\begin{itemize}
  \item\textsuperscript{21} Schmidli, \textit{Fate of Freedom}, 12.
  \item\textsuperscript{22} Ibid., 62.
\end{itemize}
assassination, mostly notably Patrice Lumumba in the Congo and Rafael Trujillo in the Dominican Republic.\textsuperscript{23}

Soon thereafter, Donald Fraser, a Democratic Representative from Minnesota, initiated a series of long running hearings that brought together an enormous number of human rights supporters. These hearings questioned victims of torture, academics showing the widespread nature of these abuses, and a variety of NGOs that effectively publicized the horrible abuses occurring in many military dictatorships.\textsuperscript{24} As a result, public understanding of these issues was greatly increased, and Latin America, formerly a low priority for the American public, became a central focus on human rights policy. Ultimately, Congress became committed to affecting foreign policy towards countries abusing their citizen’s human rights. In 1974, Congress passed a bill requiring military assistance to be cut off from nations that were engaging in systematic human rights violations.\textsuperscript{25} This was effective in limiting military training and military missions to abusive regimes, but was unable to stem the sale of weapons to military dictatorships in Latin America during the Nixon and Ford Administrations, as they regularly ignored these guidelines.\textsuperscript{26}

Human rights focused NGOs like Amnesty International were a growing force in Washington as the seventies progressed. Their height of power came with the election of Jimmy Carter in 1976, who increasingly emphasized a human rights focused foreign


\textsuperscript{24} Schmidli, \textit{Fate of Freedom}, 63.


\textsuperscript{26} Schmidli, \textit{Fate of Freedom}, 62.
policy as his campaign progressed. In his acceptance speech for the Democratic Nomination, Carter declared that peace was his goal, and that “Peace is the unceasing effort to preserve human rights”. Indeed, as Carter’s term began, he consciously reached out to organizations like the International League for Human Rights, and offered the director, Jerome Shestack, “the position of U.S delegate to the United National Human Rights Commission.” In choosing human rights as a focus, Carter was shrewdly hitting upon an issue that had resonated deeply with the US public since Nixon and Kissinger’s foreign policy initiatives. Ever since the Vietnam War, and the subsequent investigations into the US intelligence community, there had been an increasing bipartisan call for foreign policy reform to better match to US values. As a result, it became a major focus of the Administration, with Secretary of State Cyrus Vance announcing that the maintenance of human rights worldwide would be one of the main goals of the administration’s foreign policy. This announcement assured the public and human rights lobbyists of the sincerity of Carter’s goals. And there were real examples of this public focus producing real change with some of America’s third world allies. The Carter Administration was effective in 1978 in convincing the Argentine government to

---


28 Ibid., 79.


significantly reduce its systematic human rights abuses, in preparation for an Inter-American Commission on Human Rights Commission.31

The undermining of trust in government in the 1960s and 1970s was only compounded by a lack of trust in the integrity of US politicians, especially in the wake of the Watergate scandal. Ford’s subsequent pardon of Nixon further reduced trust, and it was clear by 1975 that a major shake-up in government was coming. Carter, then a former governor of Georgia, was a political outsider, and thus well positioned to capitalize on the lack of trust in the Federal government. These forces combined to allowed Carter to use his outsider status to capitalize on the new forces for human rights that were growing ever more powerful in politics. One of the more significant reasons for the success of Carter’s human rights focus was its vague nature. To liberals, it was an implicit condemnation of the previous US support for authoritarian dictators, who the US had supported only because of their rabid anti-Communism. Conservatives were able to also assume that the Carter administration would use the same arguments to get tough against the Soviet Union, who they believed was violating the human rights of its citizens through the denying of voting rights, the use of secret police and indefinite detention, and limiting the freedom of speech and press. Once Carter realized how strongly the issue of human rights resonated with Americans of all ideologies, he began hammering on the issue, and found it resonated deeply with an American public tired of the foreign policy status quo.32 During the debates with Ford, Carter effectively highlighted his hopeful and morally sound foreign policy goals, saying “[w]e ought to be a beacon for nations who

31 Schmidli, *Fate of Freedom*, 81.
32 Ibid., 91.
search for peace and who search for freedom, who search for individual liberty, who search for basic human rights.”

Especially with a Ford Administration on the ropes after the Watergate Scandal, Carter was able to effectively hammer on human rights in the last month before the election to score a victory over Ford by two million votes.

This victory would vault a man named Zbigniew Brzezinski to the heights of power in DC. Carter’s joining of the Trilateral Commission in 1973 built his political connections and allowed him to cultivate connections to the Democratic Party elite, while allowing him to maintain his outsider reputation as a man of the people. It was through the Trilateral Commission that he met one of his closest future allies, Zbigniew Brzezinski. Originally born in Poland, Brzezinski had immigrated to Canada with his family; there, as an eleven year old boy, he voraciously consumed the news, especially after the Soviet and Nazi takeover of his homeland of Poland. This came to be a watershed moment for Brzezinski, as he became fixated with foreign policy for the rest of his life, with a special focus on the Soviet Union. After this early experience with the Soviets, he was forever suspicious of their motives, and continually worked towards a goal of weakening the Soviet Union. His focus on academics led to great success in


34 Schmidli, *Fate of Freedom*, 92.


36 Ibid.
school, and he received his undergraduate degree in Canada.\textsuperscript{37} Soon thereafter he immigrated to the United States to attend Harvard, where he received his Ph.D. After working with the Russian Research Center at Harvard, he moved onto Columbia as a full professor. When the Teach-In Movement gained steam in March of 1965, Brzezinski was a prominent participant, but on the side of the Johnson administration.\textsuperscript{38} As a result of his support, he was recruited by the Johnson administration to serve as a consultant in the State Department, and was soon hired full time as an advisor on Soviet issues. He found success in his interactions with Johnson, but admitted that he was often kept in the dark about higher level discussions, like those during the Six Day War.\textsuperscript{39} He was frequently more anti-Soviet than those in the State Department, for example, he bypassed Secretary of State Dean Rusk and other state department officials, and argued directly to President Johnson that Rusk was being deceived by the Soviet Union regarding the Vietnam War.\textsuperscript{40} Rusk had reported to the President that the Soviet Union was trying to bring an end to the Vietnam War, while Brzezinski was convinced that this was only a front that the Soviets were putting on. Brzezinski was quite successful at times in bypassing the normal channels of communication, a task later impossible during the Nixon administration with the heavy-handed control wielded by Kissinger.\textsuperscript{41} In 1967, he departed the White House

\begin{footnotesize}


\textsuperscript{39} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{40} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{41} Ibid.
\end{footnotesize}
to advise Humphrey, but with Humphrey’s defeat in 1968, was temporarily out of a major governmental position.

It was Brzezinski’s interest in international trade and policy that eventually led to him to a close relationship with David Rockefeller, with whom he co-founded the Trilateral Commission in 1973. Brzezinski was the executive director during which time the Trilateral Commission wanted to induct a southern governor, and Brzezinski chose Jimmy Carter, who became an active member in 1973. Brzezinski became a close advisor of Carter during this time, and the two developed a close relationship, with Carter gaining an introduction to foreign policy through the Commission. Brzezinski’s grooming helped Carter build a national presence in the national media, and after several further conversations he became a close advisor to Carter during the Democratic Primary on foreign policy matters. Brzezinski admitted that Carter’s grasp of foreign policy was minimal, and that one of the reasons Brzezinski felt he was a good fit for Carter’s team is that he could “get in the car and say [to Carter], ‘Look, four things you need to know, the things you need to do, the things you need to say….’” These recommendations often were based on a strong anti-Soviet agenda, motivated by a deep distrust of their motives. Brzezinski soon became Carter’s top foreign policy advisor, and as the primary progressed, Carter more and more relied on Brzezinski’s ideas to determine his

---

42 Lydon, “Jimmy Carter Revealed.”

43 Ibid.


foreign policy. When Carter made clear that “he wanted to make foreign policy, direct foreign policy, and the Secretary of State would execute his orders…” Brzezinski adroitly sidestepped that position and sought the Assistant for National Security position, where he would have much more influence on the creation of US policy by directly influencing Carter. Brzezinski then worked with Carter to find a candidate that would act as a less independent Secretary of State, especially in comparison to Kissinger’s example, of which Carter was critical.46 With this goal, Brzezinski sought Vance as Carter’s Secretary of State, with the view that his managerial style would mesh well with Carter’s desire to make the significant foreign policy decisions.47 But Brzezinski’s came to regret this decision, and his predominance in foreign policy was soon challenged by Vance.

Cyrus Vance was born in West Virginia, and had a challenging childhood, as his father died when he was five. Vance was thenceforth mentored by his uncle John Davis, who was a former presidential candidate, and a highly successful Supreme Court Attorney.48 Vance thrived under his tutelage and as a result of his guidance, attended Yale and received his law degree there in 1942.49 He successfully worked in Law in New York City until he moved into the Defense Department in the late fifties, where he found immediate success. By 1962, he was already the Secretary of the Army, and by 1964, he

46 Mulhollan, “Interview with Zbigniew Brzezinski.”
47 Ibid.
was the Deputy Secretary of Defense under LBJ. During this time, he backed the LBJ policies and supported the Vietnam War, but soon grew disillusioned with its futility. It was during this time that Vance came into conflict with many within the military, who wanted to “put such pressure upon the other side that they would capitulate and come to a settlement or stop military actions.” Vance and the other civilians in LBJ’s administration were much more pessimistic about the future of the war, but Vance’s modest and unassuming character prevented him from making any waves with his opinions. But LBJ generally did not follow his advice, and he grew more and more disillusioned with the war. In addition, his five children were approaching college age, so Vance resigned and returned to the much more lucrative private practice in New York City. At several points throughout the late sixties, Vance returned to government to engage in diplomatic missions, most notably in the Paris Peace Talks of 1968. During the Nixon administration, Vance was ignored for diplomatic assignments, and as the 1970s progressed, he lived full time in New York City, practicing law and joining the Trilateral Commission in 1973, where he met Brzezinski and Carter. What united them was a strong sense that the United States must continue to be engaged in world politics, but that trade and a more robust respect for human rights must be fostered in American

---

50 “Biography of Vance.”


53 Ibid.

54 “Biography of Vance.”

55 Ibid.
foreign policy. Central America was arguably the best region to pilot this approach, as at that time there was little Soviet influence, and human rights abuses by right-wing regimes were rampant.\(^{56}\) By this point, Vance was a strong negotiator and a proponent of cautious diplomacy, and was well-known for his understated style. Vance was “never been known to sanction a leak for political gain…,”\(^{57}\) and his modest style led outside observers to underestimate his dedication and willingness to throw himself into his work.\(^{58}\) What set Vance apart from many in the State Department, as well as those in previous administrations, was his cool and logical view of the Soviet Union. First of all, one of the reasons that Vance supported a strong human rights focus was that it would reduce the worldwide perception of the USSR being “some sort of champion of the Third World.”\(^{59}\) Vance rejected the view that Soviet leaders sought world domination and viewed the USSR as having “their own interest in the maintenance of peace, and who will respond to reason and enter into mutually advantageous agreements if the United States remains strong,”\(^{60}\) This stance soon brought him into conflict with the more aggressively anti-Soviet Brzezinski, who he always mistrusted since the beginning of Carter’s Administration. Vance saw Brzezinski as constantly interfering within the State Department, and intentionally undercutting him by meeting with Ambassadors without

---

\(^{56}\) Wilsman, *Our Enemy’s Enemy*, 75.

\(^{57}\) “Cyrus Vance Plays It Cool.”

\(^{58}\) “Biography of Vance.”

\(^{59}\) Wilsman, *Our Enemy’s Enemy*, 87.

\(^{60}\) “Biography of Vance.”
notifying him.\textsuperscript{61} Above all, Vance sought to avoid confrontation with the USSR and slowly and methodically work towards diplomatic agreements that would benefit the United States, as well as the countries he was negotiating with. Vance truly believed that international politics was not a zero sum game; instead, a well-negotiated treaty would result in both parties benefiting from an agreement.\textsuperscript{62} This outlook and willingness to work hard made him a logical fit for Carter’s Secretary of State, which Carter wanted to be less independent than more aligned with the Administration’s views on human rights. But Vance’s unassuming demeanor made him a poor spokesman for explaining US policy to the American public; instead, it was often Brzezinski that took on this more delicate and vital task.

As the Carter Administration began settling into the White House and prioritizing its first actions, it was clear that human rights would play a prominent role in determining foreign policy decisions. It had been one of Carter’s most successful talking points during the campaign, and there was a groundswell of support for a significant change in policy. Some of the first public comments the administration made were criticisms of countries suppressing human rights, especially in Nicaragua, Czechoslovakia, and the USSR.\textsuperscript{63} At first, this change in policy was quite vague in its conception, with ambiguous statements from Carter like “the time had come to reclaim the eternal principles that reflected the
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true goodness of the people of the United States.” While these lofty statements drew widespread support, it soon became clear that institutional changes were required for real changes in foreign policy to occur. As a result, Carter created a new post focused on addressing human rights, and made an appointment that would prove to be both a boon to his human rights focus, and a thorn in the side of traditional cold warriors in Washington.

Her name was Patricia Derian, and her position in the administration was assured by her steadfast support and hard work through Carter’s 1976 Presidential campaign. Derian was a former civil rights activist, who had long been dedicated to protecting civil rights in America for African-Americans. During her time in Mississippi, she fought against segregationist Citizen Councils, and worked to bring inclusivity to the Democratic Party in the South. An activist throughout her life, her assistance to Carter’s campaign was originally undertaken as a way to further her civil rights campaign, which had been her life’s purpose for the last 15 years. Her tireless work earned her the respect of insiders in his team, and she was appointed as a deputy director for the presidential election of 1976. Appointed in 1977 as the Department of State coordinator for Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs, she took on the newly created position with zeal, and was bold in her condemnation of the “the status quo (of US
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foreign policy)... that is, no human rights policy at all.”\textsuperscript{68} Committed to changing the US’ focus, “…Derian battled for four years to make human rights an integral part of United States foreign policy.”\textsuperscript{69} Derian was convinced that the new direction of US policy would ultimately better serve US interests in the long run. She summarized her interactions with the State Department when she said, “I tried to make them see that human rights was something that wouldn’t tarnish their polished and exquisite view of classical diplomacy, but that actually could serve as a powerful new weapon for American interests.”\textsuperscript{70} Derian threw herself into the position, and took on the enormous task of compiling and reporting on the human rights record of every country in the world.\textsuperscript{71}

The goal of restructuring American foreign policy turned out being a more difficult task than first imagined. The entrenched bureaucracy in the State Department was heavily focused on promoting US interests, whether they were business, political, or security related.\textsuperscript{72} Derian sought to make human rights the central issue in foreign policy, but with such a wide range and diverse set of issues with each country, her focus led to continual conflict with different players within the State Department, such as “career State Department diplomats who resisted imposing idealistic, humanitarian standards on friendly, but authoritarian, regimes.”\textsuperscript{73} In addition to opposition within the State
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Department, her human rights focus was consistently opposed by the National Security Council.

The Carter Administration’s tight-knit team, including Derian, was committed to prioritizing a country's human rights record as a prerequisite to any major diplomatic agreements. After Carter’s inauguration, developing a coherent foreign policy proved to be a harder job than initially realized, as this was a relatively untested priority and it was far from clear how it should be implemented. Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, ever the pragmatic, steady worker, was one of the first members of the team to take concrete steps towards envisioning a coherent policy. Vance took to the steps of “establishing an informal Human Rights Coordinating Committee at the deputy assistant secretary level to synchronize human rights policy-making within the State Department, [and] requesting the geographic bureaus to develop human rights strategy papers.” As far as public recognition of progress goes, this effort was far out-shadowed by the first instance of the Carter Administration getting tough against human rights abusers, by cutting off Foreign Military Sales to Uruguay and Ethiopia on February 25th, less than a month after the inauguration. In addition, an announcement by the White House said that “1978 military sales credits were being halved as a result of the human rights picture. Argentina reacted by turning down the balance.” El Salvador followed Argentina’s lead, and the American press generally approved of the concrete steps towards more ethical aid. But outside observers like human rights NGOs criticized the limited scope of this aid cutoff,
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considering that Uruguay and Ethiopia received hardly any aid at all, and military sales to Argentina constituted only 7% of the total aid sent to Argentina.\textsuperscript{77} Regardless, it was at least a concrete step in the right direction, and Derian and other human rights advocates within the administration were now only more committed to continue their momentum. In her own prophetic words, Derian admitted that “I like to start fires,” and she was committed to lighting as many as possible within the State Department.\textsuperscript{78}

But as in the 1976 election campaign, it was difficult to pin down exactly what was meant by human rights, and this debate bedeviled the administration. With over two hundred countries to deal with, not only was it unclear which countries to prioritize, but even within a single country, what were the human rights violations that should be prioritized? For example, anti-communists like Senator Jackson argued that the priority should be to crack down on the Soviet Union and its allies for not allowing Jews to immigrate to Israel, while Patricia Derian argued that the priority should be countries practicing brutal repression against their own people, like Argentina.\textsuperscript{79} And the confusion about priorities was not limited to mid-level players within the administration, but went to the very top. Carter’s speeches since his election continued to include inspiring rhetoric about the new focus of foreign policy, but it continued to be far too vague to base actual policy on. Again, it was Vance who had to get down to brass tacks to give the scattershot administration a plan to focus on. His main attempt at this came on April 30, 1977, at the Commencement of the Georgia School of Law. In a comprehensive address,
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Vance stressed that human rights related to personal integrity would be a primary focus, with the goal being “a rapid end to such gross violations as those cited in our law: ‘torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment, (or) prolonged detention without charges. . .’”\(^80\) While this priority was stressed by Vance, he made it clear that other aspects of human rights would still be a part of US policy, depending on the country, on an individual basis.\(^81\) Despite his step towards more concrete details, his speech still lacked many specific priorities, and the State Department was continually in conflict over how the policy should actually be applied on a country-to-country basis. Some of the old hands at the State Department bristled at the accusations being leveled against the countries they had worked with for decades, and Derian found herself at odds with many of the senior administrators within the State Department. John Bushnell, the Senior Deputy Secretary in the Latin American Bureau, believed that the main issue with Derian was she was “driven much more by making sure that our human rights actions were seen by their domestic constituencies and that strong human rights precedents were set than with progress in a particular country.”\(^82\) This central tension was an echo of Kissinger’s main argument against basing human rights as a central focus on foreign relations, which was that behind-the-scenes action was much more effective in the long run. During the Nixon and Ford Administrations, whenever efforts were made by diplomats to initiate contact about human rights, Kissinger was quick to limit it. When Robert Hill warned the new Argentinian government to stop its rampant human rights
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abuses, Kissinger was on the record as saying, “I want to know who did this and consider having him transferred.” Kissinger’s actions in reality were much more likely to ignore the human rights issue in negotiations, and his excuse that he was “working behind the scenes” for human rights is shown by the diplomatic record to be more smoke and mirrors than an actual policy focus.

Inevitably, compromise and half measures were necessary when trying to apply a vague policy towards a specific country, which only angered the more hardline elements on both sides of this debate. Interestingly, a large amount of the criticism that the Carter Administration received about his new direction in foreign policy was from his own party in Congress. Democrats were increasingly strident about taking a hard line against regimes violating human rights, and sought in May to pass an authorization bill that would require the United States to veto any World Bank loans that were proposed for countries that had a “pattern of gross violations of internationally recognized human rights.” Even strident supporters of a human rights-focused policy like Derian knew that this could reduce the administration’s ability to reward countries for positive progress, and worked hard to defeat the bill. The Carter Administration was eventually successful in seriously weakening the language of the bill, but it showed that there would be almost as much resistance from liberal supporters of Carter as there would be from traditionally anti-Communist hawks. Even after the defeat of the authorization bill, it became increasingly clear how difficult it would be to fully implement the lofty goals articulated by Carter during the campaign.
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Even before she was officially confirmed, on March 31, 1977, Patricia Derian traveled to Argentina, and met with a variety of government leaders, embassy personnel, and human rights activists.\textsuperscript{85} The trip was originally proposed by Robert Hill, the US Ambassador to Argentina, with the goal of opening the eyes of Derian to the complexities of international politics. But from the very beginning, it was clear that Derian saw the purpose of the trip as confronting the military government about their human rights abuses. While this was the first time she was visiting a human rights abusing country, she was aggressive, and had “the spirit of a prosecutor” rather than as the representative of an ally.”\textsuperscript{86} Only one month before, the US had cut foreign military sales to the country, but Derian sought to go much further than this.\textsuperscript{87} Her meeting with the US embassy personnel was described as “‘a meeting between adversaries’ where she ‘laid it on the line that she, and Carter, are very serious about what they are doing.’”\textsuperscript{88} She made clear that mixed messages from Washington would only encourage the Argentinian government to speed up its repression, in order to destroy dissident groups before Washington was able to send a unified message against human rights violations.\textsuperscript{89} When a US military advisor questioned what relationship the US would have with the Argentine military in the future, Derian reportedly replied, “Well, we're not going to be selling them
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thumbscrews any more, if that's what you mean." This attitude towards Argentina, the most blatant of human rights violators in Latin America, was to be echoed in her dealings with other military dictatorships as she gained authority within the State Department.

This harder line taken by Derian was only her opening moves in her crusade within the State Department. Derian had Cyrus Vance’s Atlanta speech outlining the new approach to human rights sent to every US Embassy, and required all regional Assistant secretaries in the State Department to create a specific plan for how to implement Vance’s priorities in their region. These bureaucratic moves were some of the first concrete steps taken to implement the human rights priority on the ground level at US Embassies. But ultimately, the largest lever of influence that the US had was money, traditionally given through grants and loans. And this was the level that Derian chose to use to influence El Salvador, which was waging government-sponsored repression against left-wing groups, by tacitly approving right-wing death squads to abduct, torture, and kill leaders in left-wing groups. The Inter-Agency Committee on Human Rights and Foreign Economic Assistance was created with the goal of leveraging the power of the purse to influence governments to modify their human rights record. On May 6th of
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1977, a $90 million loan for a major dam was set to be approved by the Inter-American Development Bank. The Inter-Agency Committee recommended “an indefinite postponement of this loan for at least a few months until we could observe some change in the human rights situation in El Salvador. There was also a consensus that we should advise the GOES that our decision is based on both human rights concerns and concerns with the economic rationale of the project.”  

This recommendation was made to the IDB (International Development Bank), and as a result, President Romero of El Salvador withdrew the project from consideration. This was one of the first real “victories” of the human rights wing within the Carter Administration, although it remained to be seen how much this decision would actually affect El Salvador’s human rights policies.

While many within the administration were frustrated by the slow start of Carter’s human rights policy, in June of 1977 the policy began gathering steam. This was due in large part to pressure on the administration to begin making progress towards its promised changes in US Policy. Richard Scobie, the Executive Director of the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee, had just returned from a fact-finding mission in El Salvador, and argued for an extension of Ambassador Lozano’s posting in San Salvador.  

As of June 1, 1977, Ignacio Lozano, the Ford-appointed ambassador to El Salvador was set to resign, and Scobie criticized “the ‘signal’ we may be sending to
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President Molin and General Romero, his chosen successor, by the acceptance of Lozano’s resignation,” 95 Ultimately, this recommendation was not taken, but Carter assured him that his administration would not “relent in pursuing the United States commitment to human rights in our relations….” 96 Reflecting his prioritization of human rights in Latin America, the US signed the Inter-American Convention on Human Rights, which at least committed countries on paper to better protect the rights of their citizens. An unexpected boost from Congress led to a strong role for Derian within the State Department. At the end of 1977, a newly passed bill “elevating the Human Rights Office to the bureau level, promoting Derian to the position of assistant secretary of state at the Bureau of Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs (HA).” 97 Carter added to the prestige of her position by holding the confirmation ceremony for her newly created position in the White House, an unusual move that showed his public support for her success. 98 But the insular world of the State Department would prove to be remarkably resistant to the new focus on human rights, no matter how many speeches or confirmation ceremonies Carter held.

At the beginning of the administration’s term in February, President Carter’s foreign policy initiatives included deemphasizing the focus on confronting the Soviet Union, and to initiate a Central American policy that focused on developing economic
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ties and promoting human rights. Central America constituted the most logical place to begin pursuing a human rights-centered policy. With a total of fifteen anti-communist military-dictatorships in Latin America, there was little threat of an imminent Soviet expansion. The US had been building strong relationships with the militaries of these countries since the Eisenhower administration, with these relationships becoming even closer during the Johnson and Nixon administrations. The Carter administration at first did pursue a human rights-focused policy, but were immediately faced with difficulties. Less than a month after Carter took office, it was clear that the situation in El Salvador was unstable, and getting increasingly worse. The government, run by Arturo Molina of the military-allied National Coalition Party (known as the PCN), had been ruling since his fraudulent election in 1972. The Carter Administration was immediately faced with elections in February of 1977, where the PCN ran Carlos Romero as a candidate. There were widespread reports of electoral fraud, with the PCN claiming a three to one victory, implausible considering the widespread opposition to the government. Romero claimed victory, but massive protests of up to 50,000 people racked San Salvador in the Plaza Libertad. The protests were allowed to continue for
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several days, before the square was surrounded by the military, shooting began, and the fleeing civilians were arrested, beaten, or shot. This violent repression of the electoral protests resulted in over fifty dead. The Romero administration continued the Molina policy of quickly using violence to suppress dissent, and with brutal right-wing groups made up of military officers, it became increasingly difficult to stop Romero. Protesters against the government’s rule had very few options available to them. If they chose to continue openly protesting against the government’s repression, they would inevitably be kidnapped, tortured, and killed by either the government or right-wing death squads. Their only other options were to escape the cities and join underground leftist groups, or remain silent and pay lip service to the Romero government.

As a result of this, human right’s supporters like Derian were eager to move to pressure the El Salvadoran government to end the repression, but initially the Carter administration foundered on how to pressure the PCN Administration. Congress took the lead in this respect, by holding hearings to debate the massacre in Plaza Libertad, as well as the murder of Father Rutilio Grande. When the Molina-led government heard of these hearings, the president announced on March 17, 1977 that all aid, military or otherwise, would be rejected, “for the sake of national dignity.” Molina was aware that aid would probably be cut off soon, so one way to avoid the bad publicity of an aid cutoff
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would be to do it himself. In addition, by refusing further aid El Salvador was following the lead of Guatemala, Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, and Chile. It seemed to the PCN government that Washington was trying to intervene in their countries’ internal politics, and refusing aid was a way of avoiding any interference in their campaigns against political opponents. This initially confounded those within Carter’s administration, whose traditional tool for pressure had now been removed.

Ultimately, the Carter Administration decided that El Salvador was an ideal case to fully abandon the Nixon and Ford administration’s support of military strongmen. There was a variety of reasons for this, but they ultimately boiled down to a lack of real US interests in the country. El Salvador was oil poor, had almost no trade with the United States, and lacked any strategic position in Latin America. Instead of quickly appointing a new ambassador to the country, Carter purposefully held off and sent Derian instead. Her visit began with a confrontational meeting with President Romero, who she challenged him to suppress the “White Warriors’ Union,” who had recently threatened to kill all Jesuits in the country. In addition, she met with Archbishop Romero, who at this point was a fierce critic of the government. But military aid was no longer a lever to pressure the PCN government, since President Romero had rejected all US military aid.
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to prevent “meddling” in his countries business. But economic aid was still a potential negotiation tool to end the human rights violations. When it became clear that the Romero government was unwilling to make any compromises, the US not only blocked the approval of the $90 million hydroelectric loan in July of 1977, but made clear that its opposition to international loans would continue as long as El Salvador’s human rights abuses continued.112

The Carter Administration sought to influence El Salvador’s government, but once the IDB loan was postponed, the US had little leverage over the government. As a result, as 1977 progressed, little was accomplished in El Salvador, with the government continuing to target left-wing groups, with Washington impotently lodging complaints against the repression. With little progress forecasted, the Administration’s focus in Central America shifted to Panama. One of the main challenges in Central America facing the Carter Administration’s policy in Central America was the Panama Canal Treaty. The creation of the Panama Canal was a prime example of US imperialism in Central America under Teddy Roosevelt. Washington had instigated and supported a coup in the region against Columbia, then promptly recognized the new government and supported it militarily. The subsequent American enclave in the Canal Zone became more and more resented by the Panamanians as the century progressed, and by the early 1970s there was a real need to change the status quo, especially follow the serious rioting in 1964.113 It was a challenging political issue, as Carter had stated during the campaign that “he would not relinquish practical control of the Panama Canal Zone any time in the
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foreseeable future.”114 Once in the White House, Carter was advised by Brzezinski that it was necessary with Panama to “to build [a] more mature relationship based on mutual respect.”115 In addition, Vance argued that “the most serious threat to the canal was not foreign aggression … but sabotage and terrorist actions. Eliminating the Canal Zone as the focus of Panamanian nationalism would reduce the risks to the continued operation of the Canal and ease the task of defending it.”116 A terrorist attack using improvised explosive device could seriously disrupt international shipping, and with growing discontent in Panama, it was a growing possibility. These arguments were certainly persuasive to Carter, but the final straw was a historical presentation on the circumstances surrounding the US’s gaining of the Canal Zone. With this full understanding of the U.S.’s role and dubious history, Carter realized that the only path forward in Panama was through a treaty giving control back to Panama.117 But while the Administration was now on board with a Panama treaty, conflict was looming, because the majority of Americans opposing a treaty that gave Panama control. The ominous problem was that the Senate, heavily controlled by the Democrats, was opposed to any sort of treaty giving control to Panama, despite Carter’s calls for party allegiance. It was a fight that would grow to consume the full resources of the White House, and sidetrack any sort of focus on El Salvador.
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Carter led an enormous education effort to educate the public about the importance of a Panama Canal Treaty using the full resources of the White House. Thousands of briefings were held both in the White House and around the country, with Brzezinski and Vance leading the way with TV interviews and in-person visits. A full on media blitz was pursued, and was effective in bringing many senators over to the White House’s side. But a persistent opposition was maintained throughout the entire affair, and even with the final ratification of the treaty, the campaign motivated conservative activist to commit themselves to opposing both the Carter Administration and any Senators who had supported the treaty. It would leave last acrimony between the administration and Congress, and severely depleted Carter’s reserve of political capital, and his ability push legislation, for the rest of his presidency.

The signing of the Panama Treaty brought the issue of El Salvador back onto the agenda of the Carter Administration. On September 8th in 1977, President Romero, along with the other heads of State from Central America, visited the White House for the signing of the Panama Canal Treaty. President Romero was given the traditional greeting as a head of state, and had a private meeting with Carter. Carter’s subsequent press release stated “President Romero has informed me that he has requested that a commission on human rights from the United Nations or OAS go to El Salvador to see the great progress that has been made there in the last 2 months.”118 It is unclear how much this announcement was pushed for by Carter, but it is obvious that President Romero was not eager for the visit, as the inspection by the Human Rights Commission

of the Organization of American States was not completed for over a year. With an informal promise to improve the human rights situation, as well as a more concrete goal to work towards in the future, the Carter administration fell into a holding pattern with El Salvador. Once again, the question of how to address the human rights situation in El Salvador was an open one. Soon after the hydroelectric project was canceled in May, a World Bank loan for $12 million was approved by The Inter-Agency Committee on Human Rights and Foreign Economic Assistance, as it was determined to be “clearly earmarked for the needy.” While the Commission sought an improved human rights situation in El Salvador, it was not willing to sacrifice the chance to improve poor Salvadoran’s economic conditions to reach this goal. The Commission also used this loan approval as a message that US was willing to work with El Salvador in approving future loans if it was willing to make additional efforts on improving its human rights record. In early August, the Commission again approved a loan focused on education, with the stipulation that it be delivered with an official demarche specifying that the approval was only granted as it directly benefited the poor, and was contingent on continuing improvement of the human rights situation.

By September of 1977, the Commission felt that the situation in El Salvador had improved enough that they were considering telling the Romero government “that we would have no objection to its placing that loan back on the calendar of the IDB.” The approval of the IDB loan was contingent on approval from top Congressmen, but it was a
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sign that the Commission believed that real progress was being made in El Salvador.
From the historical record, however, it seems clear how little progress had been made.
The massacre in Plaza Libertad had occurred only seven months before, and the successful repression of political dissent had driven opposition underground.

By October of 1977, the Romero government had been continuing its repression of those who protested the fraudulent presidential election, and their violence continued, with the political opponents of Romero regularly disappearing. With a lack of overt violence, and continuing pressure from the international community, the government lifted the state of siege that had been in effect for eight months.\textsuperscript{122} Despite the fact that this was a modest move on the government’s part, the Carter Administration had been frustrated by its lack of progress in the country, and wanted to reward the government for its positive progress. As a result, the Carter Administration appointed finally appointed a US ambassador to El Salvador, a post that had been left empty since the beginning of 1977. Here, another one of Carter’s priorities weakened his foreign policy priority. Carter had promised to significantly reduce the number of political appointments to ambassadorial positions, which has long been a problem in US politics.\textsuperscript{123} But that left him with only career diplomats, who almost uniformly had priorities besides human rights. As a result, Carter settled on Frank Devine, a diplomat who placed human rights
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low on his priority list for relations with El Salvador. Devine began working immediately to restore previous relations with El Salvador, and soon the State Department approved the previously blocked $90 million loan for the dam.  

These changes in policy were stridently opposed by Derian and her team, who viewed President Romero’s removal of the state of emergency as a change in rhetoric and little else. As a career diplomat in the State Department, Devine was exactly the type of staff that Derian typically came into conflict with in her crusade for human rights. A conservative supporter of Realpolitik, Devine “was ‘personally hostile’ to human rights policy,” He was little interested in human rights, and throughout his career had prioritized economic and military ties between Washington and San Salvador over human rights. Derian’s lack of trust of El Salvador’s progress towards a better human rights record was only confirmed in November by the passing of a repressive sedition law in the El Salvadoran Legislative Assembly, that banned any criticism of the government, as well as any other activities the government decided to oppose. Ambassador Devine responded to the repressive law by saying, “We believe that any government has the full right and obligation to use all legal means at its disposal to combat terrorism.” With additional statements along those same lines, the US support of the Romero Government had crystallized, and the focus on pressuring the government had been significantly
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reduced. This tacit approval was one factor in the government’s increasing use of the terrorism law to further arrest, torture, and disappear political dissidents throughout 1978.

By April of 1978, the repression against peasants agitating for increased economic opportunities was growing. ORDEN, a government-run paramilitary organization that mobilized peasants to inform for the government, and help the government arrest “terrorists”, was increasingly active in the countryside. ORDEN was considered a precursor to the right-wing death squads, who terrorized the civilian population and targeted anyone even minimally opposed to the government. On April 11, 1978, a report by Amnesty International denounced the government for its extra-legal detentions in around the country, and the BPR, an anti-government group, called the recent actions genocide. Despite the international attention, the actions of the US towards El Salvador were mixed. The State Department denied a World Bank loan for Telecommunications and Cattle, but approved “a World Bank vocational training loan to El Salvador.” But Ambassador Devine made clear that US policy had shifted. Devine praised the government for “improved conditions”, and the economic aid kept flowing into El Salvador. The real question is why the Carter Administration was so approving of the Romero presidency. Armstrong argues that it was the growing power of leftist guerrillas in
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Nicaragua that led the Carter Administration to prioritize stability over the possibility of a leftist takeover of the region.\textsuperscript{134}

In January of 1979, while President Romero was visiting Mexico City in an attempt to secure an oil contract, a report from the Human Rights Commission of the Organization of American States was leaked, and it proved to be devastating in its critique.\textsuperscript{135} It outlined incredibly brutal conditions for political prisoners in El Salvador, and the report detailed details such as regular torture using “electrical shocks. [in addition] Beatings are frequent during interrogations and are done with round or flat wooden clubs.”\textsuperscript{136} The commission had visited El Salvador in 1978, and the Romero Administration had attempted to shield them from the worst of the secret prisons, disappearances, and torture rooms. But after receiving a tip-off and a detailed map by a former prisoner, the commission revisited a prison and discovered “secret cells… approximately 1 x 1 meter, [with] a steel door, was completely dark and its walls were covered with roaches.”\textsuperscript{137} President Romero and his government were deeply shamed by the report, and the release had the beneficial effect of causing the Romero Administration to repeal the repressive sedition law. By February of 1979, the reputation of El Salvador’s Human Rights record was in tatters. The State Department, released a report that ranked El Salvador and Nicaragua as “the most serious violators of individual freedoms in Latin
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There were serious disagreements in the Carter White House over how to reconcile the conflicting priorities of maintaining respect for human rights and preventing the left-wing from taking power in El Salvador. During a visit to Mexico City in February of 1977, Carter made clear that human rights was “one of my most deeply felt concerns… [and] we have a responsibility to speak out when human rights are violated abroad.” With the full-throated approval by Carter of aggressively addressing human rights around the world, the time for addressing El Salvador’s repression seemed ripe. Human rights advocacy organizations pressed the Carter Administration for a full suspension of American aid, but again, they were unsuccessful. As with the Panama Canal Treaty predicament, the Carter Administration was sidetracked by a human rights crisis, this time within Iran.

The Shah was growing increasingly unpopular, and demonstrations encouraged by Ayatollah Khomeini were growing in severity. The Shah requested tear gas canisters from the US as a non-lethal method of crowd control against demonstrations and any uprisings. But Derian forcefully argued that he would only use it to suppress the rights of Iranians, and said “he could buy it elsewhere.” This triggered major disagreements with her colleagues in the State Department, and eventually she was overruled by
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Vance.\textsuperscript{142} In fact, Derian’s opposition had an unfortunate effect. In the time it took for the shipment to be approved, a demonstration in the city of Qom turned violence, and the police, lacking any type of non-lethal crowd control, used live ammunition, with more than a dozen deaths.\textsuperscript{143} Ultimately, this brought to the fore the inherent difficulties with prioritizing human rights. The term is broad enough that Derian used it to deny the shipment of tear gas since the Shah would use it to deny the human right to choose their government of choice. Vance and others in the State Department could legitimately argue that the tear gas protected the right to life for the protestors, a right that they were ultimately denied when the Shah’s forces used live ammunition. It was this type of disagreement that plagued the Carter Administration’s foreign policy team, creating internal conflict and preventing coherent policy from being implemented. In addition, the fall of the Shah triggered a volley of criticism of the Administration, alleging that the focus on human rights had led to the overthrow of a key US ally in the region. But a problem even closer to home would soon strike another blow against Carter, further undermining his credibility, and would forever change the relationship between Washington and San Salvador.

By 1979, the Somoza government in Nicaragua was waging a brutal counter-insurgency campaign against the leftist guerillas. Similar to El Salvador, the military carried out large numbers of kidnappings, torture, and extrajudicial killings. Some of the
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leftist groups fighting against the Somoza government were Communist, and the Somoza administration had long been allied with the United States. But by 1979, the Somoza government had lost significant credibility worldwide and its grip on Nicaragua was weakening. In April of that year, the Somoza administration finally collapsed, and the left-wing Sandinista organization took over. The Sandinista takeover of Nicaragua as a major cause for the shift in Carter’s policies in El Salvador, as the “loss” of Nicaragua to Communism was a public relations blow to the Carter administration, and there was a real fear that a similar loss could happen in El Salvador. As a result of this crisis, there were major disagreements within the Carter administration concerning what to do about the growing power of the FMLN in El Salvador, especially in the wake of Sandinista victory in Nicaragua. Anti-Communist members of the administration warned of the growing chances of a Communist takeover of El Salvador, while human rights advocates decried like the continued killings of civilians by right-wing death squads. The internal conflict made unified decision-making close to impossible, and the decision-making regarding what to do in El Salvador were temporarily gridlocked.144 While conditions in El Salvador were continuing to deteriorate, with the number of extrajudicial killings increasing, Carter’s priorities were elsewhere. In June, the President had flown “to Vienna for the signing of the Salt II Treaty from June 15-18, visited Japan and South Korea from 23 June to 1 July, and around 3 July retreated to Camp David to work on a speech about energy, staying there for about two weeks to reassess the state of the nation.

and his presidency, at a time when his popularity was at his lowest.”

In addition, early discussions about the 1980 Democratic Primary had begun, and Ted Kennedy had leaked during that summer that he would be running against Carter in 1980. If Carter was to successfully defeat Kennedy and win his reelection in 1980, he would need a turnaround in his foreign policy. In Central America, this meant preventing further Communist influence at all costs. Conservative Republicans in Congress advocated for a more confrontational approach to left-wing groups in Central America, and Carter felt the pressure to meet them halfway.

To achieve his goal of reducing Soviet influence in Central America, which he was being criticized for from the right wing in America, Carter first sought to bring the Sandinista government back from the brink of full Communism. To achieve this goal, “…President Carter met with members of the GNR (Government of National Reconciliation, led by the FSLN) in the White House in September 1979 and encouraged moderation and respect for democratic values and human rights.”

Carter followed that up with a request for a total of $75 million for Nicaragua for their struggling economy. Carter sought to make the Sandinista government dependent on the United States, so that he could influence them to eventually cut off ties with the Soviet Union. He conceded that Nicaragua would have relatively close relations with Cuba, as they had supported the Sandinistas in their struggle against the Somoza regime. But Carter wanted to make sure that the new government was still maintaining respect for human rights, so the law

---
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“required reports every six months from the Secretary of State on the status of human
drigs in Nicaragua and stipulated that the aid would be terminated if foreign forces in
Nicaragua threatened the security of the United States or any of its Latin American
allies.” Carter needed to neutralize Nicaragua as an example of his failure in foreign
policy. Ultimately, Carter focused mostly on preventing a repeat of the US response to
Castro’s takeover of Cuba. The severe response by the US in 1959-60 pushed Cuba into
the hands of the Soviet Union, as Castro believed that was the only way to prevent a US
takeover. Determined to prevent a repetition from happening in Nicaragua, Carter was
committed to building a relationship with the GNR, despite the fact that he had
worked to block their rise to power. The US sent aid shipments of food and medicine to the war-torn
country, and resisted the urge to “Contain” communism in Nicaragua by diplomatically
isolating them. This sea change in Nicaragua must be kept in mind when examining the
following events in El Salvador, as the Nicaraguan coup was instrumental in modifying
US policy. The seizing of power by the Sandinistas and moderate left was viewed by the
American public as an embarrassing defeat for US influence in Central America, and it is
difficult to understand US policy in El Salvador without accounting for how the “loss” of
Nicaragua affected US policymakers in the Carter Administration. But the situation in
El Salvador was about to change drastically, and Carter would be forced to make
decisions that affected El Salvador for years to come.

In 1979, monumental changes in El Salvador would turn US attention back to the
country. On October 15, the government of El Salvador was overthrown in a coup led by
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progressives in the army, with the new government being called the JRG, which stood for the Revolutionary Government Junta of El Salvador.\textsuperscript{150} It was a center-left government that sought to reverse the abuses of power by President Romero. The JRG took human rights seriously, and disbanded ORDEN as well as the National Security Agency.\textsuperscript{151} This led Washington to initially support the new government, as it was seen as a possible “third force” that could avoid the excesses of the extremist right and left wings. But when appointed civilian leaders began stating the possibility of sharing political power with left-wing groups, right-wing militias began violently opposing the JRG government.\textsuperscript{152} The JRG government was unable to find a middle ground that incorporated elements from both the left and the right wing, and the Carter Administration was unwilling to support any inclusion of left-wing groups.\textsuperscript{153} This was another example of how Nicaragua influenced US policy in El Salvador. A decision to deny support to a moderate coalition was antithetical to the long-term human rights-focused goals of the Carter administration, but can be understood as a reaction to the ongoing crisis in Nicaragua. These factors left the new government paralyzed, and after a standoff with the military, and a large number of death threats, the three civilian leaders of the JRG resigned, leaving the government again in the hands of the right-wing of the military. The swing to the right emboldened the right-wing death squads, and Ambassador Devine reported that “mutilated bodies
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were appearing on roadsides as they had done in the worst days of the Romero regime.\textsuperscript{154} But this did not mean the end of US aid, in fact, the opposite was true.

This change in Washington’s approach towards the JRG led to a new phase in US-Salvadoran relations, one that would be marked by open support with the full range of financial and military aid. The JRG, because of its initial announcements after the coup, still had a veneer of support for human rights, and it seemed to be the only government capable of actually ruling El Salvador. As a result, the Carter Administration chose to throw their support behind the JRG. The Carter Administration pressured “…Congress for passage of $5.7 million in emergency military assistance for El Salvador….\textsuperscript{155} It was purportedly non-lethal, but it included night-vision goggles and devices for locating radio-transmitters, and was clearly for the purpose of counter-insurgency operations, which had been brutally implemented in recent history.\textsuperscript{156} But these were only the public moves, there were far more influential decisions made behind closed doors. Congress had never gotten around to banning private sales of weapons, and the State Department approved “$250,000 worth of arms from private corporations for export to El Salvador, ‘mostly for carbines, handguns and rifles.’”\textsuperscript{157} This increase in military aid was intended to ensure the continued weakness of the FMLN, no matter the cost to the civilians of El Salvador that were getting caught in the crossfire. And by the
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time these arms arrived in El Salvador, the real power of the government was again in the hands of right-wing elements of the military.\textsuperscript{158}

Ultimately, the Carter Administration was faced with an extremely challenging decision after the resignation of the civilians in the Junta. The Carter Administration clearly preferred a conservative government that respected human rights, but that was not an option available to them. With a limited amount of influence on the ground in El Salvador, Washington had two main choices. To withdraw support for the new version of the JRG and use international pressure and the “stick” of international loan denials to push them towards a more human rights policy, or to maintain cautious support for the JRG and try to use diplomatic relations to pressure them to respect their civilian’s human rights. It was a challenging decision that bedeviled the administration, but ultimately the status quo of cautious support for the JRG continued, even though in many ways it was identical to earlier military-led authoritarian governments. At least, from the State Department’s perspective, it had the veneer of popular support and a humane approach to dealing with dissent. But while the internal situation in El Salvador continued to unravel with increasing repression against anti-government organizations, again the focus of the Carter Administration was diverted to more pressing matters.

It was events in Iran that occupied the attention of Carter by the end of 1979. First, on November 4, protesters stormed the US Embassy in Tehran, and the Iranian Hostage Crisis began. Over fifty American hostages were held by the Iranian government, and Washington was soon consumed by a comprehensive effort to return them, ranging from an intense diplomatic effort to the planning of a large secret military
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extraction. But this was only the beginning of the Carter’s foreign policy problems. On December 24, 1979, Soviet Union troops were sent into Afghanistan, to assist the Communist government whose power was faltering. Brzezinski and Carter immediately brought sanctions against the USSR, and Brzezinski personally traveled “to Pakistan a month or so after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, for the purpose of coordinating with the Pakistanis a joint response, the purpose of which would be to make the Soviets bleed for as much and as long as is possible…. “159 This was one of Brzezinski’s lifelong goals, to be able to play a part in significantly weakening the Soviet Union. Brzezinski jumped at the chance to play a part in the war and was instrumental in providing arms to the Mujahedeen. His determination even led to him to a surprising purchase of weapons from Communist Czechoslovakia, for the use against Soviet troops in Afghanistan.160 Overall, these significant foreign policy events served to distract the Carter administration from the evolving changes in El Salvador.

At this point in the Carter administration, it was clear that the foreign policy team was not aligned, its members often at odds with one another over major decision.161 There were many strong-willed officials within the administration who were dedicated to the protection of human rights. But at the middle levels of the Administration, there were “Cold Warriors” who wanted to take a harder line against the Soviet Union. Instead of the top-down decision-making process seen during the Ford administration, there was a so-
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called “Multiple Advocacy Model,” in which there are many administration officials with strong opinions. This model ultimately tries to embrace the tensions that are the result of competition between people. But this type of decision-making leads to ideological paradoxes and continual infighting within an organization. In addition, it provides critics easy fodder, as those who oppose the final decisions often leak information to support their argument to the press. These Cold Warriors and critics of the Carter administration argued that it only targeted right-wing government for human rights violations, instead of including the Soviet Union in this group. As has been earlier discussed, when the Molina and Romero-led government of El Salvador took power, their repressive government tactics came under scrutiny by the newly inaugurated Carter Administration. This focus was in large part the result of the tireless efforts of Patricia Derian, who took the lead in blocking any US aid to the El Salvador government as long as it continued its counter-insurgency campaign.

In opposition to Derian was American Ambassador Frank Devine, who fully supported the now right-wing JRG and favored the resumption of both economic and military aid. His autobiography gives details about his embassy’s halfhearted attempts to prevent human rights violations by the El Salvadoran government, which primarily consisted of asking President Romero and the JRG to better protect human rights. But Devine was fearful of his and his family’s life from left-wing guerilla groups, and this was partially responsible for his favoring the resumption of military aid to the El Salvadoran government. But from his account, he was not involved in the actual
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decision-making regarding US aid. At multiple points during both President Romero’s Administration and after the takeover of the Junta, Ambassador Devine privately attempted to influence decision-makers to reduce the number of civilian killings.\textsuperscript{164} He frequently mentioned being unsure about what actions to take as Ambassador, as guidance from Washington was unclear or sometimes contradictory. This was a direct result of the different actors within the Carter Administration pursuing different objectives, a common problem throughout his four years in office.

By late February of 1980, the situation in El Salvador was growing dire, and there was a growing sense of dread about the future prospects of the country. To try and head off a major turn for the worse, the State Department appointed Robert White as the new United States Ambassador to El Salvador, a move applauded by Derian.\textsuperscript{165} White had recently served as the American Ambassador to Paraguay, where he had successfully pushed the government to better respect human rights. White was one of the few Ambassadors that had an actual track record of saving “the lives of persons opposing the government[,] and his activities led to the revelation that Josef Mengele, the Nazi war criminal, held Paraguayan citizenship.\textsuperscript{166} But when he arrived in San Salvador, even he felt overwhelmed by the state of affairs. As he put it in a cable to D.C., “the rich and powerful have systematically defrauded the poor and denied eighty percent of the people any voice in the affairs of their country. A revolution is now underway and we are one of
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the principle actors. There is no stopping this revolution, no going back.” White stressed that it was the responsibility of the United States to try to guide the revolution on a path that would benefit the Salvadoran people, and it seems clear that Carter and Derian would agree with him on that point. The only question at this point was how.

By late March, the political situation in El Salvador was deteriorating even more rapidly. The Catholic Church, led by Bishop Oscar Romero, had become increasingly vocal in the recent months in his criticism of the ongoing repression by the government and right-wing groups. In a famous mass on March 22, 1980, Romero spoke out against recent killings, and spoke his most famous words, “In the name of God, in the name of this suffering people whose cry rises to heaven more loudly each day, I implore you, I beg you, I order you: stop the repression.” This was exactly the type of comments that the US had been working to prevent, with the Carter Administration increasingly strident in its support for the Junta. In January, Brzezinski had sent a letter to the Pope complaining that their efforts to convince Bishop Romero and the Catholic Church to back the Junta had been considerable, but that “[o]ur efforts to persuade them have unfortunately not proven successful.” The letter sought the Pope’s help in convincing Bishop Romero to back the Junta, but at this point, Bishop Romero was already well practiced in “complying” with directives from the Vatican, and then following his conscience.

---


Less than a month after the letter from Brzezinski was sent to the Pope, Bishop Romero sent an open letter to Jimmy Carter, after a report was leaked that the United States was preparing to resume military aid and training to the El Salvadoran government. In his letter Romero pointed out the recent repression of his people, and asked Carter “[t]o prohibit the giving of this military aid to the Salvadoran Government.” Cyrus Vance actually responded to his appeal, saying that he was happy “that you and the president have many goals and concerns in common…” and that the majority of the aid would be economic, with the possibility of a small amount of aid “to defend and carry forward its announced program of reform and development.” While the Carter Administration held out hope that Archbishop Romero could be brought around to supporting the Junta, the continuation of forced disappearances, the killing of priests, and the surfacing of bodies hardened him against the government.

While the Carter administration opposed the recent comments of Bishop Romero, the reaction to his words was much more seriously among right-wing militant groups. During this time, Bishop Romero received thousands of death threats, but refused to alter his words or actions. He began sleeping in different homes each night, but prepared himself for martyrdom. On March 22nd, Major D’Abuisson led a meeting of officers where he led the drawing of straws for the “honor” of killing Bishop Romero. The next
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day, while Bishop Romero was at the pulpit delivering mass in San Salvador, he was shot with a .22 caliber rifle, and died shortly afterwards. In an illuminating cable back to Washington, the U.S Embassy prophetically said: “El Salvador now has it’s [sic] Chamorro”, in reference to Pedro Chamorro, the opposition newspaper owner in Nicaragua, whose murder had led to a general strike against the Somoza government, and eventually to the overthrow of the government in 1979. What this cable so clearly shows is the extent to which the US feared an FSLN takeover following the murder. The Embassy was so fearful that immediately after the assassination, “[a]ll remaining official American dependents (21 in total) were evacuated via commercial air to Guatemala.”

Unfortunately, their predictions of violence were fulfilled. On March 30th, the Funeral of Bishop Romero attracted over one hundred thousand people, who peacefully gathered to mourn the Bishop and implicitly support his message. Towards the end of the mass, “suddenly there was a sound of gunfire, followed quickly by an explosion….” Thousands of people stampeded into the Cathedral, where to the priests credit, even as bodies from outside were carried into the cathedral, the burial of Bishop Romero was completed in the crypt. During this whole burial ceremony, bombs and automatic gunfire constantly rang out.
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While the official investigation into his murder stalled, evidence soon emerged that implicated D’Abuisson, who was later captured with documents of a planned coup against the Junta.\textsuperscript{179} But because of his connections to the military, D’Abuisson was freed and fled to Guatemala. There he regrouped and launched an organization called ARENA, which was involved in both right-wing political organizing, as well as purported assassinations of left-wing leaders. With time, however, it grew to eventually be El Salvador’s second largest political party by 1984.\textsuperscript{180} For the time being, however, the violence grew worse, and the disappearances continued to increase.

Despite the increasing violence in El Salvador, by April of 1980, the Carter Administration’s foreign policy team became embroiled in an attempt to end the long-running hostage situation in Iran. This proved to be a significant distraction that took much of the heat off El Salvador. There had been a long-running debate within the administration about whether to launch a mission to free the American hostages in Iran, and Secretary of State Vance, in his usual cautionary style, opposed the operation. But Brzezinski not only supported the hostage rescue plan, but pushed for it to be a ground invasion of Iran from Turkey, which would have significantly raised the stakes of the situation, and probably resulted in disaster. Between Brzezinski’s support for the rescue plan, and Carter’s desire to strengthen his hand going into the Democratic primary, an Air Force rescue operation was launched on April 28, 1980. It was a debacle. Under-trained soldiers, combined with helicopters that suffered unacceptably high failure rates, led the operation to be aborted. But the process of aborting the mission was bungled, and a
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collision of multiple aircraft caused the death of eight American soldiers.\textsuperscript{181} It was a political nightmare for Carter. Not only were the hostages now scattered around Iran, but the failure of the mission was, in the eyes of the public, and reflection of Carter’s ineffectiveness. In a further blow to his credibility, Cyrus Vance resigned after the Iran hostage rescue failure, as a result of his advice being followed less and less, as well as the continued plans for a second rescue, which Vance completely opposed.

With the removal of Vance, Brzezinski’s influence on Carter grew more pronounced. The administration began carrying out a US policy with a more anti-Soviet stance. Carter stated in his memoirs that the priority in Central America was to preserve Nicaragua “from turning to Cuba and the Soviet Union….”\textsuperscript{182} But it was unclear how this goal was best achieved. The Carter Administration stated that it was determined to prevent further human rights violations in El Salvador, which caused the administration to withhold requested weapons shipments.\textsuperscript{183} This decision was based on reports that the FSLN was not strong enough to overthrow the El Salvadoran government. Due to Carter’s commitment to deny military aid, it was unclear how both to support human rights progress and to ensure the JRG remained stable. Either way, it is clear that El Salvador was a low priority for Carter, as in his 596-page memoir, El Salvador takes up two paragraphs, and is sandwiched between Poland’s Solidarity movement, and the large amount of personal visitors he was receiving at the time.\textsuperscript{184}
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Meanwhile, in the State Department, Derian was continuing her human rights crusade, and forcefully pushing for human rights to again be made the priority of the Administration. In April of 1980, Derian took criticism of the Carter Administration seriously, arguing that “[t]he human rights community and the public increasingly think the (human rights) policy has been downgraded if not discarded. We need soon a strong Presidential statement similar to that of December 6, 1978.”185 Derian went on to address the criticism the State Department had been receiving in response to the security assistance to El Salvador, arguing that the assistance as crucial to continuing the push for human rights, but being vague about how this actually helped.

Regardless of the moves in Washington, the situation on the ground in El Salvador was getting worse, and the Civil War was increasing in intensity. The military and right-wing guerillas were ruthlessly suppressing any left-wing supporters. In a move troubling to both the government and the US, on October 10 1980, the various left-wing guerilla groups formally united under the FMLN umbrella, creating a unified political and military force that was directly opposed to the government.186 This led to an increase in attacks by the FMLN, and as a result, Carter began to more openly support the government with both aid and military training.187 During this time, violence had escalated significantly since the assassination of Archbishop Romero in 1980. His funeral


is marked as the beginning of the full-scale civil war as it sparked reprisals and a quickly escalating spiral of violence.\textsuperscript{188} But despite the increase in repression from the government, the Carter Administration remained committed to funding the Junta, which at this point was essentially a military government, run by the right wing in El Salvador.

No matter what was happening around the world, however, the US presidential election was looming, and Carter’s priority was on winning reelection. Carter’s approval rating since the hostage fiasco sank even lower and lower. Ronald Reagan’s main campaign slogan was a promise to “Let’s Make America Great Again,” and it was successful in capturing the support of the American people.\textsuperscript{189} While the polls leading into the election gave Carter a significant lead, which narrowed in the final few weeks, Reagan ended up winning in a landslide, with over 11% more votes than Carter.\textsuperscript{190} It was a depressing loss for Carter, who had a significant lead over Reagan in the months before the election. Despite the loss, Carter was still in charge for the next two-and-a-half months, and these months ended up being a very significant time for El Salvador and Central America.

On December 2, 1981, four American women, who were in El Salvador as Catholic missionaries, were discovered by local Salvadorans in a shallow grave.\textsuperscript{191} They had been kidnapped, raped, and killed by members of the National Guard, who were


either unaware of their nationality or felt they were above the law. This proved to be a major diplomatic embarrassment for the Carter Administration, who had been publicly funding and supporting the government, singing its praises for its supposed human rights progress. As a result, on December 3rd the Carter Administration publicly admonished the Salvadoran government and temporarily cut off aid.\textsuperscript{192} Quickly, the Salvadoran government moved to mollify the United States. It announced that it had initiated an internal investigation, and was making progress towards solving the crime. But from Washington, it was unclear exactly what progress had been made, and it was clear in retrospect that the “investigation” included higher-level Salvadoran officials altering evidence and covering up the approval that the National Guard soldiers had to kill the women.\textsuperscript{193} It took several years before the Salvadoran government finally sentenced any soldiers for the crime, and it was only lower-level guardsmen who had, by all available evidence, received approval from their superiors for the killings.\textsuperscript{194} The National Guard officers that initially covered up the evidence and actively blocked the investigation were never held accountable.\textsuperscript{195} But less than 10 days after the killings, the Carter Administration approved aid dollars to begin flowing again, and by December 16, approved a new loan for a total of $20 million.\textsuperscript{196} But the situation in El Salvador was about to reach a new level of violence not before seen in the country.
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Soon after New Year’s Day of 1981, the FMLN began what it called its “Final Offensive”. It was an all-out assault based on the model of Nicaragua, which had successfully toppled the regime there. The FMLN could predict that the election of Reagan would bring an increase of aid to the Salvadoran government, especially after Reagan’s campaign promise of cutting off aid to Nicaragua. But the “Final Offensive” failed for several reasons. First, the right-wing death squads had decimated the organizations that opposed the Salvadoran government, especially those in San Salvador. The only organized opposition to the government was the extreme-left, which had gone into hiding. As a result, the FMLN’s call for a strike in San Salvador went ignored, and the attacks on military garrisons were ineffective, because of their high quality, US weapons and extensive training of Salvadoran officers. In addition, the final offensive was underwhelming in their scope, as it relied on a general uprising that never occurred. The government reported that over five hundred “extremists” had been killed, and while this was a large escalation, the Salvadoran government was far from being overthrown. But the government was terrified, and reached out to Washington with desperate messages for additional aid and assistance. Although at this point, no actual progress had been made in the murder of the American churchwomen, the Carter Administration decided to resume both financial and weapon shipments to El Salvadoran Government on January 14. In addition, Carter Administration cut off aid to Nicaragua, who they accused of assisting the FMLN with weapon shipments.
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actions represent the high point of the Carter Administration’s aid to El Salvador, and represent a full break from Carter’s focus on human rights.

Why the major change? It appears that the Carter Administration had the following logic. First, the Junta had been viewed as positive change in the Salvadoran government when it took power. Despite being disappointed when all of the civilians resigned from the government in protest of the continued death squad killings, the Junta was still viewed as the best government that could be realistically sought, even though it was in the hands of the military and those who supported the death squads. In addition, the FMLN was pushing for a final offensive to topple the government right at the end of his presidency, which would be viewed as one more black mark on his legacy. The thought of two Communist countries coming to fruition in Central America on his watch was too much to bear, and thus motivated his turn towards supporting the government. This is an opinion shared by Noam Chomsky, who has written extensively on US foreign policy, and in his address at Harvard University in 1985 Chomsky was critical of the Carter administration’s anti-democratic actions in El Salvador. He argued that it was the possibility of the FMLN taking political power that caused the Carter administration to send military aid, and that the pro-human rights policies of the administration were subservient to US power interests in the region. Chomsky maintained that the Carter administration was well aware that military aid would be used for anti-insurgent operations and that it would almost certainly lead to widespread civilian killings. But Carter’s final decisions to resume aid to El Salvador, and cut off aid to Nicaragua, were about to be taken to the next level by Reagan, who would make Carter’s moves look minor in comparison.
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Then again, there’s another possible reason for the lack of change in US policy towards El Salvador, namely that the country was simply a low priority for Carter and the State Department. With so many other priorities like the Iran-Hostage Crisis, and the looming campaign season, El Salvador was simply of very low importance. In Zbigniew Brzezinski’s memoir, *Power and Principle: Memoirs of the National Security Adviser*, he gives a substantial amount of detail about the internal decision-making within the administration, but even as the National Security Advisor, he played a very small role in decision-making regarding El Salvador. It seems unlikely that he simply left this information out, as he was incredibly detailed about the meetings he was involved in, his memoir is full of the minutia of his meetings and small details. Keep in mind, Brzezinski was the National Security Advisor, and was one of the closest advisors of Carter. It seems from the evidence found in his memoir that the Carter administration just did not spend very much time discussing El Salvadoran Policy.

Another way of looking at the reasoning behind the Carter Administration’s decisions is laid out by Lars Schoultz in *Human Rights and United States Policy toward Latin America*. He argues that the Carter administration was beset by a conflict over which to prioritize, security of US interests or human rights. Schoultz points out that the Carter administration’s focus on human rights was historically unlikely and doomed to fade, as it required transitory factors such as a liberal Congress and the lingering effects of the Watergate scandal. It was only because of these factors that Carter was able to muster the political capital necessary to promote human rights, and it was a strategy
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that soon came to an end as the political pendulum swung back to the center and to the right with the election of Ronald Reagan.
Epilogue: The Reagan Administration

After Carter was defeated in 1980 and authority was handed over following the inauguration of Reagan on January 20, 1981, conditions in El Salvador deteriorated significantly. In his inauguration speech, Reagan said that “peace is the highest aspiration of the American people.”\(^{205}\) But this peace he spoke of was not pursued in El Salvador. Reagan considerably escalated lethal aid to the El Salvador government, increased the amount of training of El Salvadoran forces, and sent US advisors to aid in “counter-insurgency” efforts.\(^{206}\) These efforts by President Reagan led to a significant increase in the intensity of the Civil War, and produced a major spike in murders, and greatly prolonged the conflict.

While the Carter White House was continually plagued by disagreements over the proper course to take in El Salvador, the Reagan foreign policy team encountered few of these internal disagreements. There was widespread agreement that the FMLN must be defeated and prevented from gaining any power in the future government of El Salvador. Reagan’s overall policy of confronting the Soviet Union, and aggressively opposing any Soviet moves in the third world meshed well with aiding the El Salvadoran government, even if the supposed Soviet Union support of the FMLN was practically nonexistent.


William LeoGrande describes the goals of the Reagan administration in “A Splendid Little War: Drawing the Line in El Salvador.” LeoGrande argues that from the beginning, US intervention in El Salvador at the beginning of the Reagan’s presidency was designed as a test case of vigorous US intervention. LeoGrande even quotes a Reagan advisor saying, “El Salvador itself doesn’t really matter… we have to establish credibility because we’re in serious trouble.” LeoGrande argues that El Salvador was chosen because it was seen as a relatively easy victory that would serve double duty as a public relations victory, as well as a signal to the Soviet Union that the US would confront left-wing groups they supported throughout the world. Chomsky is even more critical of the Reagan administrations’ policies of allowing elections only once the left-wing had been decimated through anti-insurgent campaigns. In his opinion, both the Carter and Reagan administration’s El Salvador policies were a simple continuation of promoting violence and anti-democratic forces whenever Marxist forces threatened to gain political power.

But the change in policy was not immediate. Ambassador White was still posted in San Salvador, but was fired when, as he put it, “I refused a demand by the secretary of state, Alexander M. Haig Jr., that I use official channels to cover up the Salvadoran military’s responsibility for the murders of four American churchwomen. I was fired and forced out of the Foreign Service.” White was the first Ambassador fired, but was far from the last. The new Secretary of State, Al Haig initiated “the most thorough purge
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suffered by the Department of State since the hysteria over who lost China.\footnote{LeoGrande, \textit{Our Own Backyard}, 75.} The Latin American department was eviscerated, and replaced with the officers that had presided over the Asia bureau during the Vietnam War. It was a complete change, with the objective of bolstering the Salvadoran government, and decimating the FMLN. This change in policy led to an outcry in public opinion that would put El Salvador in the spotlight.

With murders in El Salvador increasing, and the guerilla war heating up, there was significant interest in exactly what role the US had in the war, and the extent of the US intervention. Atrocities like the raping and killing of 4 American nuns, and later the El Mozote Massacre occurred, there were substantial increases in the attention the US media paid to this conflict.\footnote{Ebone S. Colbert, “Media Coverage of the Civil War in El Salvador,” \textit{McNair Scholars Journal} 10, no. 1 (2006): 30. \url{http://scholarworks.gvsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1062&context=mcnair}.} Following the lead of the Reagan Administration’s press releases, much of the US media took the position that the US was not intervening in any significant way, and that the Salvadoran government was primarily engaged in counter-revolutionary conflict against communist insurgents.\footnote{Ibid.} The El Mozote Massacre was another example of a human rights atrocity that the Reagan administration actively disputed and challenged, while continually increasing their funding for the government of El Salvador. In addition, this funding to El Salvador was only a small part of the amount of money given to the Guatemalan and Honduran governments, as well as the Contras in Nicaragua.\footnote{Colbert, “Media Coverage,” 30.} It became clear that any organization in Central America that was dedicated to opposing Communism would be supported by the US. A fascinating glimpse into US
thinking at the time can be achieved by examining reports from the CIA during this time, such as reports as *Existence of Rightist Death Squad within the Salvadoran National Police: Location of Clandestine Prison Used by the Death Squad.* In this report, the CIA has uncovered the actual names of the killers of Archbishop Romero, and has even identified one of them as having illegally moved to Houston Texas. But it appears that no action was taken towards any of the killers.

Throughout the 1980s, Reagan sent substantial shipments of lethal aid to the Salvadoran government, who used it to brutally repress whatever remained of opposition to the government. And whatever opposition managed to evade the government was targeted by the death squads, who inevitably gained possession of the large amount of US weapons sent to El Salvador. As a result, support for the FMLN was continually weakened as decade progressed, and by the end of Reagan’s presidency, it was significantly damaged. But the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 caused a game-changing alteration of the balance of power. As the threat of the FMLN receded even further, the US no longer needed to continuing sending lethal aid to the government. In addition, George H. W. Bush viewed Central America a foreign policy sideshow to Europe, and not worth sacrificing political capital for. Bush was eager to end the source of conflict with Congress by coming to a bipartisan agreement to force both sides to the bargaining table. With this change in the balance of power, the government was finally willing to come to the bargaining table with the FMLN.  
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but in 1992, a permanent peace accord was signed, and with that, came the end to the bitter war.
VIII.
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